
For stationary use
The FELA ticket vending machine S-POS M Piccolo is the 
least expensive alternative for stationary use in stations 
and at way stations.

The vending machine is very easy to use and service, 
meets the requirements for a version suitable for the 
disabled and is optimally protected against vandalism. 
The trouble-free vending machine demonstrates its high 
technical reliability in daily use. The information for the 
customer is optimally legible due to the robust ultra-
bright 15-inch touch screen and the automatic brightness 
control, even in adverse weather conditions. Locked six 
times and equipped with a multi-stage coin checker, this 
ticket vending machine also impresses with its simple, 
maintenance-friendly module replacement and a powerful 
backend.

In addition, the S-POS M Piccolo has the RFID readers 
ISO 14443 and 15693 as integral elements.

S-POS M Piccolo ticket 
vending machine

     Coin and note acceptance

    Payment terminal and e-ticketing 
(RFID)

    Contact, contactless and PIN pad

    User-friendly, interference-free and 
technically reliable

    Multiple paper output

    Sixfold locking

     Maintenance friendly

    Vandalism protection

    Powerful EasyDrive backend

    Optional: Audio and video modules for 
further customer functions
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    Power supply  230 VAC

    Screen  800 x 600 px, 15" touchscreen, 
adjustable inclination, extra bright, 
dimmable, anti-reflective, integrated 
graphic customer display

    Printer  Thermal printer with cutter,  
150 mm/sec, at 200 dpi

    RFID reader  For customer cards

    Dimensions  Width 1,055, Height 600,  
Depth 420 mm, 
with roof, without base

     Optional  Audio and video modules for further 
customer functions

Technical specifications

S-POS M Piccolo  
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